
January 6, 1956

Dr. P. R. Edwards
Box 185
Chatblee, Qeorgha

Dear Ph&l:

Thank you for your note about the grakov's. I have had sume other equally
good remarks about them, and am now looking forwarding to their coming, if
it can be sanage? at all.

Tim sorry I forgot to comment on tranuduction of variability, as I had
intended. Your design would be a good test, and it might well happen that
there are factors other than the H, and H. ioe1 which control the suse of
variability. Sone of these factors might work directly on the intrinsic
mechanism of phase variation; others might influepe the reaiiness with
which it is detected (e.g., as in the kunzemdorf 1,5 ♥4c, where the common
antigenic foctor between the tic phases [somatic antigen? remember?) hinders
the demonstration of the variation with some serums). The only reason I've
shied away from this angle ayself is the lack of a precise quantitative measure
of the rate of phese variation, but this could be worked out. J can't say
I'm convinced I've ever seen a real change in rate after transduction, though
efme of the ♥x abortus-equi resulta might fit this action, I don't have any
readily variable b:1,2 types from N2S or N97, unfortunately

The Lancaster cultures sound interesthfig. Would it be feaddble fcr you
to test the verious nonmotiles to see if they are the same Fla- mutant? I
would be very plessed to have some of the Fla- when you: are done with theg.

As to linked transduction, the whole point is that Fla and H, must be
related to one another in a special way because while most double-transduc-♥

-.tdons occur at a very low rate (so low they are generally not d:tected at
all) these tio factors tend to go with one another with an unusual frequency.
For that reason, we believe they are locate! very close to one another on
the bacterial chromosome, so closely that even a smali fragment has a good
chance to include bothe genes together. There is a detailed discussion of
this in Stocker,Zinder and Lederberg, 1953, Jour. Gen. Microbiol., 9: at
page 426-431. I am sure you mst have a reprint; if not, yell!

I had forgotten about the 4,12 deh:enz 5 strains, and did not know about
the r,i's. We should try to tie them into Gur study of NZ5,and I would appre♥
ciate having them, if you have them on hand. We are saving the phages you
sent, and when I pick up an extra hand or two, will try to find time to
add them to our prograg. Perhaps one of the Orsakov's might have some interest
in then,

Sincerely,

Joshua Lederberg


